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Automata with a restart operation are a spe ial kind of the
linear bounded automaton. They an model syntax analysis by redu tion whi h onsists in stepwise simpli ation of an extended senten e so
that the (in) orre tness of the senten e is not a e ted. An automaton
with a restart operation is a one-tape devi e with a nite ontrol and
a read/write-window of xed length. We study several versions of automata with a restart operation and we show hierar hies with respe t to
the size of the read/write-window.

Abstra t.

1 Introdu tion
The introdu tion of automata with a restart operation [2℄ was motivated by
modelling analysis by redu tion of natural language senten es in a similar way
as in [6℄. The analysis by redu tion onsists of stepwise simpli ation of an
extended senten e so that the (in) orre tness of the senten e is not a e ted.
Thus, after some number of steps, a simple senten e is got or an error is found.
We illustrate analysis by redu tion on the senten e
`Martin, Peter and Jane work very slowly.'

This senten e an be simpli ed, for example, as follows:
`Peter and Jane work very slowly.'
`Jane works very slowly.'
`Jane works slowly.'
`Jane works.'

Noti e that every simpli ation is realized by deleting and possible rewriting
of words. E.g., the senten e `Jane works slowly.' is obtained from the senten e
`Peter and Jane work slowly.' by deleting `Peter and' and rewriting `work' by
`works'.
Let us also demonstrate how to use redu tions in a stepwise lo alization of a
synta ti in onsisten y on an example whi h is similar to the previous one:

?

`Martin, Peter and Jane works slowly.'
`Peter and Jane works slowly.'
`Peter and Jane works.'
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The last senten e is not redu ed further; it onstitutes a ore of an error.
The given examples should illustrate that, for the purposes of the natural
language pro essing, it is useful to model redu tions of orre t as well as in orre t
senten es when we are interested in he king (synta ti ) orre tness.
RRW W -automata an serve as a natural framework for a formalization of
analysis by redu tion. Su h an automaton an be roughly des ribed as follows.
It has a nite ontrol unit, a head with a s anning window atta hed to a list (see
Fig. 1), and it works in ertain y les. In a y le, it moves the head from the left
to the right along the word on the list; a ording to its instru tions, it an, at
some pla e, rewrite { on e in a y le { the ontents of its lookahead by a shorter
string, ontinue by s anning some further symbols, and nally \restart" { i.e.,
reset the ontrol unit into the initial state and pla e the head on the left end
of the shortened word. The omputation in a y le halts when the automaton
enters an a epting or a reje ting state.
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Fig. 1.

An RRWW -automaton with the s anning window of size 3.

In a straightforward way, analysis by redu tion an be modeled by the sublass of RRW -automata, whi h are the RRW W -automata using only the input
alphabet symbols in rewriting. These automata enjoy an \error preserving property": if a word (senten e) is in orre t then the redu ed word is also in orre t
(after any number of y les). In addition, deterministi RRW -automata have a
\ orre tness preserving property": if a word is orre t then the redu ed word is
orre t as well. Similar properties for (general) RRW W -automata an not be
stated so dire tly sin e also non-input symbols an be used for rewriting; nevertheless, this feature provides the power to re ognize all ontext-free languages.
Besides RRW -automata, we introdu e further sub lasses of RRW W -automata. A taxonomy of (nondeterministi versions of) these automata is presented
in [3℄.
The paper has several se tions. In the next se tion we give de nitions of
all the studied lasses of restarting automata and we present there some basi
properties of these automata and some result from previous arti les. Se t. 3 ontains the main results { hierar hies of language lasses re ognized by restarting
automata whi h does not use working symbols with respe t to the size of their
s anning window. Se t. 4 ontains some nal remarks on erning the (unsolved)
problems about the restarting automata with working symbols.
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2 De nitions and basi properties
In the rst subse tion we introdu e RRW W -automata (nondeterministi and
deterministi versions) and we show their basi properties. In the se ond subse tion we summarize some results from other arti les whi h we will use later.
By  we denote the empty word, and by ; the empty set.  denotes the
in lusion relation and  denotes the proper in lusion relation.
2.1

RRW W -automata

A restarting automaton is a tuple M = (Q; ; ; k; I; q0 ; QA ; QR ), the omponents of whi h are des ribed in what follows. Q is a nite set of states,  and
are disjoint nite sets of symbols, alled the input alphabet and the work alphabet
respe tively. We denote V =  [ , and suppose that V does not ontain the
spe ial symbols , and $ alled the left sentinel and the right sentinel respe tively. k is a positive integer alled the size of lookahead, q0 2 Q is the initial
state, QA  Q is the set of a epting states, QR  Q is the set of reje ting states
(QA \ QR = ;). I is a nite set of instru tions of the following three types (where
q; q0 2 Q; a 2 V [f ; $g, u 2 V  f; $g, v 2 f; g V  f; $g, k  jauj > jvj  0,
s.t. either jauj = k , or jauj  k and au ends by $):

(1) (q; au) ! (q 0 ; MVR)
(2) (q; au) ! (q 0 ; REWRITE (v ))
(3) (q; au) ! RESTART

The restarting automaton M is a devi e with a nite state ontrol unit,
and one head moving on a nite linear (doubly linked) list of items ( ells).
The rst item always ontains a spe ial symbol , the last one ontains another
spe ial symbol $, and ea h other item ontains a symbol from V . The head has
a lookahead `window' of length k ( k  1) { besides the urrent item, M also
s ans the next k 1 right neighbour items (or simply the end of the word when
the distan e to $ is less than k 1).
We suppose that the set of states Q is divided into two lasses { the set
of nonhalting states Q (QA [ QR ) (there is at least one instru tion whi h is
appli able when the unit is in su h a state) and the set of halting states QA [ QR
(any omputation nishes by entering su h a state); the set of halting states is
further divided into the set of a epting states QA and the set of reje ting states
QR .
A on guration of the automaton M is (u; q; v ), where uv 2 f g( [ ) f$g,
u is the ontent of the list from the left sentinel to the position of the head
(without the item under the head), q 2 Q is the urrent state and v is the
ontent of the list from the s anned item to the right sentinel.
In the restarting on guration on a word w 2 ( [ ) , the word w$ is stored
in the items of the list, the ontrol unit is in the initial state q0 , and the head is
atta hed to that item whi h ontains the left sentinel (s anning , looking also
at the rst k 1 symbols of the word w). An initial omputation of M starts
3

in an initial on guration whi h is a restarting on guration on an input word
(w 2   ).
The omputation of M is ontrolled by a nite set of instru tions I of types
(1), (2) and (3) from above. The left-hand side (q; au) of an instru tion determines when it is appli able { q means the urrent state (of the ontrol unit), a
the symbol being s anned by the head, and u means the ontent of the lookahead
window (u being a string of length k 1 or less if it ends with $). The right-hand
side des ribes the a tivity to be performed.
In ase (1), M hanges the urrent state to q 0 and moves the head to the
right neighbour item of the item ontaining a. In parti ular, if a = $ then q 0
must be a halting state.
In ase (2), the a tivity onsists of deleting (removing) some items (at least
one) of the just s anned part of the list ( ontaining au), and of rewriting some
(possibly none) of the nondeleted s anned items (in other words au is repla ed
with v , where v must be shorter than au). After that, the head of M is moved
to the right to the item ontaining the rst symbol after the lookahead and the
urrent state of M is hanged to q 0 . There are two ex eptions: if au ends by $
then v also ends by $ (the right sentinel annot be deleted or rewritten) and
after the rewriting the head is moved to the item ontaining $; similarly, the left
sentinel annot be deleted or rewritten.
In ase (3), RESTART means entering the initial state and pla ing the head
on the rst item of the list ( ontaining ).
Any omputation of a restarting automaton M is omposed of ertain phases.
A phase alled y le starts in a restarting on guration, the head moves to the
right along the input list until a restart operation is performed, and M is resumed
in a new restarting on guration. In this paper, we work with RRW W -automata
whi h are restarting automata making exa tly one REWRITE -instru tion in
ea h y le { i.e., new phase starts on a shortened word. A phase of a omputation
alled tail starts in a restarting on guration, the head moves to the right along
the input list until one of the halting states is rea hed. M an also on e rewrite
during the tail.
It immediately implies that any omputation of any RRW W -automaton is
nite ( nishing in a halting state).
In general, an RRW W -automaton is nondeterministi , i.e., there an be two
or more instru tions with the same left-hand side (q; au). If it is not the ase,
the automaton is deterministi .
An input word w is a epted by M if there is an initial omputation whi h
starts in the initial on guration with w 2   (bounded by sentinels ,$) on the
list and nishes in an a epting on guration where the ontrol unit is in one of
the a epting states. L(M ) denotes the language onsisting of all words a epted
by M ; we say that M re ognizes the language L(M ).
By RRW -automata we mean RRW W -automata with empty working alphabet. RRW -automata use only the input symbols in the rewriting, i.e., in all
instru tions of the form (2) above, the string v is from   . Hen e, all restarting
on gurations of an RRW -automaton are also its initial on gurations.
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By RR-automata we mean RRW -automata whi h use deleting without rewriting (i.e., in all instru tions of the form (2) above, the string v an always be
obtained by deleting some symbols from au).
By RW W -automata we mean RRW W -automata whi h do restart immediately after any REWRITE -instru tion.
By RW -automata we mean RRW -automata whi h do restart immediately
after any REWRITE-instru tion.
By R-automata we mean RR-automata whi h do restart immediately after
any REWRITE-instru tion.
The notation u )M v means that there exists a y le of M starting in the
restarting on guration with the word u and nishing in the restarting on guration with the word v ; the relation )M is the re exive and transitive losure
of )M . If u )M v holds, we say that u is ( an be) dire tly redu ed to v by M .
If u )M v holds, we say that u an be redu ed to v by M .
In the proofs, we often use the next two propositions, two orollaries and one
lemma. For their (simple) proofs see [4℄:
Let M = (Q; ; ; k; I;
q0 ; QA ; QR ) be an arbitrary RRW W -automaton, u, v be arbitrary input words
from   . If u )M v and u 2= L(M ), then v 2= L(M ). [Equivalently, if u )M v
and v 2 L(M ), then u 2 L(M ).℄
Corollary 2. For RRW -automata (with = ;), u )M v and v 2 L(M ) always
implies u 2 L(M ), sin e all its restarting on gurations are initial.

Proposition 1 (The error preserving property).

The next proposition is a useful omplement of the previous one for deterministi RRW W -automata.
orre tness preserving property). Let M = (Q; ;
; k; I; q0 ; QA ; QR ) be an arbitrary deterministi RRW W -automaton, u, v be
arbitrary input words from   . If u )M v and u 2 L(M ), then v 2 L(M ).
Corollary 4. For deterministi RRW -automata (with
= ;), u )M v and
u 2 L(M ) always implies v 2 L(M ).
Proposition 3 (The

Let M = (Q; ; ; k; I; q0 ; QA ; QR ) be an arbitrary RRW W -automaton, and V =  [ . There is a onstant p su h that for an arbitrary phase
( y le or tail) starting on a word w1 vw2 (for some words w1 ; v; w2 2 V  ), where
jvj  p, the subword v an be written v1 auv2 auv3 (for some words v1 ; u; v2 ; v3 2
V  and symbol a 2 V ), juj = k and jauv2 j  p where both o urren es of a
are entered in the same state by M during the given y le or tail (in luding the
possibility that both are not entered at all) and in the y le or tail nothing in
auv2 is deleted or rewritten.

Lemma 5.

We will use the fa t that for any i  0 the given phase an be naturally
extended for the `pumped' word w1 v1 (auv2 )i auv3 w2 , where i  0 (in luding
also the ase of removing { i = 0).
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Next we introdu e the monotoni ity property of omputations of RRW W automata.
Any y le Cy performed by an RRW W -automaton M has a signi ant
on guration w = ( u; q; v $) in whi h begins the rewriting step of the y le
Cy . We all the number jvj (jvj means the length of the string v) the distan e
of the pla e of the rewriting in Cy to the right sentinel and we denote it by
Dr (Cy ).
Let a omputation C of an RRW W -automaton M onsists of y les Cy 1 ,
Cy 2 , : : :, Cy n and a tail T . We say that the omputation C is monotoni if the
sequen e Dr (Cy 1 ), Dr (Cy 2 ), . . . , Dr (Cy n ) is not in reasing, i.e., monotoni .
Noti e, that M an rewrite also during T , but the tails are not onsidered for
the monotoni ity.
By a monotoni RRW W -automaton we mean an RRW W -automaton for
whi h all its omputations (also the non-initial omputations whi h an start in
any restarting on guration) are monotoni .
The monotoni ity of a given RRW W -automaton is e e tively de idable ( f.
[4℄).
For brevity, pre x det- denotes the deterministi versions of RRW W -automata, similarly mon- the monotoni versions. L(A), where A is some lass of
automata, denotes the lass of languages re ognizable by automata from A. E.g.
the lass of languages re ognizable by deterministi monotoni R-automata is
denoted by L(det-mon-R). A number in parentheses immediately following the
type of a restarting automaton denotes the size of its s anning window { e.g. the
lass languages re ognizable by deterministi RW W -automata with lookahead
of at most k is denoted as L(det-RW W (k )).
2.2

Some previous results about restating automata

The main results from [2℄, [3℄ and [4℄ are the hara terizations of ontext-free
languages (CFL) and deterministi ontext-free languages (DCFL) by restarting
automata:

2 fR; RR; RW ; RRW ; RW W ; RRW W g the following

Theorem 6.

For any X

Theorem 7.

L(det-mon-X ) = DCFL :
CFL = L(mon-RRW W ) = L(mon-RW W )

holds:

In [2℄ there was given an det-R-automaton Mr re ognizing the language
n
L(Mr ) = f(ab)2 2nm (abb)m j m; n  0; 2m < 2n g :
[ f(abb)2 m (ab)m j m; n  0; m < 2n g
Be ause

k
L(Mr ) \ f(ab)n j n  1g = f(ab)2 j k  0g
(1)
the language L(Mr ) is non- ontext-free and annot be re ognized by a deter-

ministi monotoni automaton (Theorem 6).
The automaton Mr from [2℄ works as follows:
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1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.

reading abab or abba it moves to the right;
reading ababa or babab it moves to the right;
reading abab$ it deletes se ond a and restarts;
reading ababb it deletes the rst a and restarts;
reading abbab or bbabb or babba it moves to the right;
reading babb$ it deletes the se ond b and restarts;
reading bbab$ or bbaba it deletes the rst b and restarts;
reading abb$ it deletes the rst b and restarts;
reading ab$ it a epts;
in all other ases the automaton halts in a nona epting state.
In [2℄ (Theorem 4.2) there was shown, the following:

L(mon-R) L(det-RW ) 6= ; :
Thus L(mon-R) DCFL =
6 ;. There was shown that the language L =
fai bj j 0  i  j  2ig is from L(mon-R) L(det-RW ) and L an be re ognized
Theorem 8.

by a mon-R(5)-automaton. A tually, L an be re ognized even by mon-R(4)automaton whi h:
{
{
{

immediately a epts the empty word,
immediately reje ts any nonempty word starting by b,
on a nonempty word starting by a, moves to the right to this a. If its s anning
window ontains ab$ (abb$, resp.) then deletes ab (abb, resp.) and restarts.
Otherwise M moves through a's to the right until its head s ans a followed
immediately by a di erent symbol. If its s anning window does not ontain
abbb, the word is reje ted, else M nondeterministi ally deletes ab or abb and
restarts.

Obviously M re ognizes L.
In [4℄ there is proved the following.
Theorem 9.

CFL

L(RRW ) 6= ;

.

Niemann and Otto in [5℄ studied the relation between the lass of languages
re ognized by RW W -automata (they used a di erent notation) and the lass of
Chur h-Rosser languages (CRL). CRL is a lass of languages de ned by a string
rewriting system. They have shown the following theorem.
Theorem 10.

L(det-RW W ) = CRL

.

3 Lookahead hierar hy
In [2, 4℄ there were shown some relations between CFL and the lasses of languages a epted by restarting automata. In this se tion we will show that the
lookahead is substantial in the on ept of restarting automata and show that all
onsidered lasses of restarting automata without working symbols build proper
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hierar hies a ording to the amount of allowed lookahead. The se ond onsidered question is the amount of lookahead needed to re ognize a non- ontext-free
language by a (nondeterministi ) restarting automaton. Finally, we show that
the obvious in lusion relations between R(k ), RW (k ), RR(k ) and RRW (k ) (Fig.
2) are proper in lusion relations, for all k  2.
At rst we show, that restarting automata whi h must restart immediately
after rewriting and simultaneously with the s anning window of size 1 are weak.
Let Reg denote the lass of regular languages.
Lemma 11.

L(R(1)) = L(RW (1)) = L(RW W (1)) = Reg

:

Proof. Obviously, any regular language an be re ognized by an R(1)-automaton
(even without use of the RESTART-operation). I.e., Reg  L(det-mon-R(1)). It
remains to show that L(RW W (1))  Reg. Let M = (Q; ; ; 1; I; q0 ; QA ; QR )
be an RW W (1)-automaton. We will show how to onstru t a nite state automaton F re ognizing the language L(F ) = L(M ). Note, please, that M an
be onsidered to be an R(1)-automaton: in a REWRITE -instru tion it must
shorten the substring from its s anning window, but be ause its s anning window is of size 1, it must delete the s anned symbol. Obviously, it annot rewrite
any input symbol by a symbol from its working alphabet.
At rst, we onstru t a nite state automaton F 0 . The states of F 0 are the
subsets of Q. The automaton F 0 preserves the following invariant:
After reading a word u, the automaton F 0 is in a state A  Q su h that
A onsists of all the states in whi h M an be after several (possibly
none) y les on u and in a phase in whi h M leaves the part of the list
originally ontaining u.

The initial state of F 0 is the set A0 of states whi h an enter M after moving
to the right from the item ontaining the left sentinel, i.e. A0 = fq 0 2 Q j
(q0 ; ) ! (q 0 ; MVR) 2 I g.
The invariant is kept by the following transition fun tion of F 0 de ned for
ea h set A  Q and x 2  :

ÆF (A; x) = A1 [ A2
0

where
and

A1 = fq0 2 Q j 9q 2 A : (q; x) ! (q0 ; MVR) 2 I g



9q 2 A : (q; x) ! (q0 ; REWRITE ()) 2 I
A2 = ;A ifif su
h q does not exists
whi h an be shown by indu tion on the length of u. A1 ontains the states
whi h an be entered by M when it moves from x being in some state from A.
A2 ontains states in whi h an be M when x was already deleted in some
previous y le. Note, please, that after performing the instru tion (q; x) !
(q 0 ; REWRITE ()) the automaton M restarts as it is an RW W -automaton.
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At se ond, we will show how to modify F 0 to get F . The nite state automaton F simulates F 0 and he ks whether during the urrent omputation,
some a epting state (from QA ) appeared in some state entered by F 0 . At that
moment it enters a spe ial a epting state in whi h it s ans the rest of the input
word. Obviously, F a epts a word w i M a epts w. Thus L(RW W (1))  Reg.

ut

On the other hand, the restarting automata whi h need not to restart immediately after ea h rewriting (RR-, RRW - and RRW W -automata) are more
powerful { even an RR(1)-automaton an re ognize a non- ontext-free language.
Su h automaton an be onstru ted from any R-automaton with an arbitrary
size of lookahead, but satisfying the ondition that in ea h y le it deletes exa tly 1 symbol from the urrent word. This ondition is satis ed by the Rautomaton Mr from Se t. 2. An RR(1)-automaton Mrr re ognizing the language
L(Mrr ) = L(Mr ) an be onstru ted so that it simulates Mr . Mrr in ea h step
guesses the ontent of the lookahead of Mr , simulates the proper a tion and
later he ks whether the guess was orre t. Even if Mr is deterministi , Mrr is
nondeterministi . We omit the detailed onstru tion.
Proposition 12.

L(RR(1))

CF L 6= ; :

Proof. See the above onsiderations.
Lemma 13.

RRW W (1) :

R(1) = RW (1) = RW W (1) = Reg



ut
RR(1) = RRW (1) =

Proof. The rst three equations follow from Proposition 11. The proper in lusion
follows from Proposition 12. The last two equalities follow from the fa t, that in
any rewriting the part in the s anning window should be shortened. As the size
of the s anning windows is 1, the only way how to shorten the ontents of the
s anning window is to delete the symbol in the s anning window.
ut

Let D1 denote the Dy k language ([1℄), i.e., the language over the alphabet
ontext-free grammar G = (fS g, fa1 ; a1 g, S ,
P ) with the set of rules P :

fa1 ; a1 g generated by the following

S ! a1 S a1 j SS j 
An alternative way to des ribe D1 is to ode a1 as the left parenthesis and a1
as the right parenthesis. Then D1 is the set of well-balan ed parentheses. D1 is
a deterministi ontext-free language whi h is not regular. It an be re ognized
by a deterministi R(2)-automaton.
Proposition 14.

D1 2 L(det-mon-R(2)) :

Proof. An det-mon-R(2) automaton re ognizing D1 simply a epts the empty
word, and on a nonempty word, M s ans the urrent word from left-to-right,
deletes the rst o urren e of a1 a1 and restarts. If the (nonempty) s anned word
does not ontain any subword a1 a1 , then M reje ts. Obviously, M is monotoni ,
deterministi and re ognizes D1 .
ut
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Lemma 15.

For ea h k  1:

L(det-mon-R(k + 1)) L(RRW (k)) 6= ;

:

Proof. We will give a sequen e of languages fLk g1
k=1 whi h satisfy

Lk 2 L(det-mon-R(k + 1))

L(RRW (k))

:

1. Let L1 = D1 . A ording Proposition 14, D1 2 L(det-mon-R(2)). Let D1
be re ognized by a RRW (1)-automaton M1 . Then, for a suÆ iently large n
(e.g. n > p, where p is the onstant from Lemma 5) the word an1 an1 from D1
annot be a epted by M1 in a tail (otherwise a ording to the remark after
Lemma 5 we an onstru t an a epting tail for a word an1 +m an1 , for some
m > 0, whi h is not from D1 ) In the rst y le of an a epting omputation
of M1 on an1 an1 word must be shortened, but all words from D1 shorter than
2n have length at most 2n 2, but RRW (1)-automaton an shorten the
word only by 1 symbol in one y le { a ontradi tion. Thus, D1 annot be
re ognized by a RRW (1)-automaton.
2. Let k  2 be an integer and Lk = fan k 1 bn j n  0g. Then the language Lk
annot be re ognized by an RRW -automaton with the size of the s anning
window less or equal to k . Let Mk be a RRW -automaton re ognizing Lk .
For a suÆ iently large n there exists an input word an k 1 bn whi h annot
be a epted by Mk in a tail. Otherwise using Lemma 5 we ould onstru t a
word outside L whi h will be a epted by Mk . Thus in the rst y le of an
a epting omputation the word must be shortened, but the losest shorter
word is an 1 k 1 bn 1 , whi h we an get by deleting the last a and the rst b.
This is possible for R-automata (even det-mon-R-automata) with lookahead
at least k + 1, hen e Lk 2 det-mon-R(k + 1) RRW (k ).

ut

Let us note that in the previous proof the language L01 = fan bn j n 
0g annot be used for separation of L(R(1)) from L(R(2)), L(RW (1)) from
L(RW (2)), resp.. The reason is that L01 62 L(RW (2)). This an be proved by
a ontradi tion. Let us suppose that L1 is re ognized by an RW (2)-automaton
M1 . The language is not regular, thus deleting is ne essary { for a suÆ iently
large n there exists an input word an bn whi h annot be a epted in a tail. Thus
in the rst y le of an a epting omputation the word must be shortened, but
the losest shorter word is an 1 bn 1 , whi h we an get by deleting the last a and
the rst b. Thus, an bn )M1 an 1 bn 1 . Sin e M1 is an RW (2)-automaton, it an
make the same omputation on the word an babn 62 L1 and then an babn )M1
an bn , where an bn 2 L1 { a ontradi tion with the error preserving property
(Proposition 1).
The previous lemma has the following orollary.
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Corollary 16.

 1 be an integer. Then, for any X; Y 2 fR; RR; RW ;
2 f; mon; det; det-mong the following holds:
L(prefX -X (k))  L(prefX -X (k + 1)):
L(prefX -X (k + 1)) L(prefY -Y (k)) =
6 ;:

Let k

RRW g, prefX ; prefY

(E.g. for prefX = mon; X = R the expression prefX -X denotes mon-R, for
prefX = ; X = RRW the expression prefX -X denotes RRW .)

Proof. For ea h k  1; X; Y 2 fR; RR; RW ; RRW g, prefX ; prefY 2 f, mon;
det, det-mong the following holds: trivially, L(prefX -X (k))  L(prefX -X (k +1)),
(L(det-mon-R(k + 1)) L(RRW (k )))  (L(prefX -X (k + 1)) L(prefY -Y (k )))
and a ording Lemma 15 L(det-mon-R(k + 1)) L(RRW (k )) 6= ;.
ut

Using Theorem 6 and Corollary 16 we get that the lasses of languages re ognized by deterministi and simultaneously monotoni versions of R-, RW - RRand RRW -automata reate proper hierar hies in DCFL, overing all DCFL.
Corollary 17.

following holds:

For any X

2 fR; RR; RW ; RRW g,

pref

2 f; mon; detg the

for ea h k  1 : L(det-mon-X (k ))  DCFL
for ea h k  1 : DCFL

L(pref-X (k)) 6= ;
for ea h L 2 DCFL there exists k  1 : L 2 pref-X (k )

:

Using Theorem 7, Theorem 9 and Corollary 16 we get that the lasses of languages re ognized by monotoni versions of R-, RW - RR- and RRW -automata
reate proper hierar hies in CFL whi h do not over all CFL.
Corollary 18.

following holds:

For any X

2 fR; RR; RW ; RRW g,

pref

2 f; mon; detg the

for ea h k  1 : L(mon-X (k ))  CFL
CFL

L(pref-X ) 6= ;

:

In reasing the size of the lookahead in reases the re ognition power of even

R-automata with respe t to the Chomsky hierar hy:
{
{
{

L(R(2))
L(R(4))
L(R(5))

Reg 6= ; (Proposition 14),
DCFL 6= ; (see the remark after Theorem 8),
CFL 6= ; (see the automaton Mr from Se t. 2.2).

Next we will study the relations between the lasses of languages re ognized
by restarting automata without working symbols with the size of s anning window xed to k  1. The ase k = 1 is solved by Lemma 13. For k  2, the
obvious in lusion relations depi ted in Fig. 2 are all proper in lusion relations.
Moreover we will show that the lasses RW (k ) and RR(l), for any k  2, l  1
are in omparable.
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L(RRW (k))

 I

L(RR(k))

L(RW (k))

I



L(R(k))

In lusion relations between L(R(k)), L(RW (k)), L(RR(k)) and L(RRW (k)),
for k  1. An arrow A ! B denotes A  B .

Fig. 2.

L(RW (2)) L(RR) 6= ; .
Proof. Let L1 = f n dn ; n f1 dn j n  0g, L2 = f n dm ; n g1 dm ; n g2 dm j m >
2n  0; m0 > 2n0 + 1; n0  0g and L = ff; eeg  L1 [ fg; eeg  L2 . The language L

Lemma 19.

0

0

an be re ognized by a nondeterministi RW (2)-automaton M in the following
way:
{
{

{

{
{

M immediately a epts the word f , otherwise
if the word starts by f then M moves to the right until some symbol di erent

from appears in its s anning window, then:
 seeing d it rewrites it to f1 and restarts,
 seeing f1 it moves one symbol to the right,
 seeing f1 d it rewrites it to d and restarts,
 otherwise it reje ts.
if the word starts by g then M moves to the right until some symbol di erent
from appears in its s anning window, then:
 seeing d it rewrites it to g1 and restarts,
 seeing g1 it moves one symbol to the right,
 seeing g1 d it rewrites it to g2 and restarts,
 seeing g2 it moves one symbol to the right,
 seeing g2 d it rewrites it to d and restarts,
 otherwise it reje ts.
if the word starts by gd or gg1 or gg2 then M s ans the rest of the word. If
it ontains only d's (at least one) then a epts otherwise reje ts,
if the word starts by ee then M nondeterministi ally rewrites ee by f or g
and restarts.

It is easy to verify that L(M ) = L.
L annot be re ognized by any RR-automaton. For a ontradi tion let us
suppose L = L(M ) for some RR-automaton M with lookahead of length k . Let
us hoose (and x) a suÆ iently large n (n > k ) s.t. n is divisible by p! (and
hen e by all p1  p) where p is taken from Lemma 5. Now onsider the rst
y le C of an a epting omputation of M on ee n dn . M an only shorten both
segments of 's and d's in the same way, i.e. ee n dn )M ee l dl , for some l < n.
(Any a epting omputation of M on ee n dn has at least two y les { otherwise
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using Lemma 5 we an onstru t a word outside L whi h will be a epted by
M in one y le). Due to Lemma 5, dn an be written dn = v1 auv2 auv3 , a = d,
u = dk , jauv2 j  p, where M in the y le C enters both o urren es of a in the
same state.
Re all that nothing is deleted out of auv2 in C and jauv2 j divides n due to our
hoi e of n. Then there is some i s.t. d2n = v1 (auv2 )i auv3 ; hen e ee n d2n 62 L(M )
but (by the natural extending of the y le C ) we surely get ee n d2n )M ee l dn+l ,
where 2l < n + l and therefore ee l dn+l 2 feeg  L2  L(M ) { a ontradi tion
with the error preserving property (Proposition 1).

ut

Be ause L(R)  L(RR) and L(RW )  L(RRW ), from the above lemma it
follows that L(RW (2)) L(R) 6= ; and L(RRW (2)) L(RR) 6= ;. Thus we have
the following orollary.
Corollary 20.

For ea h k  2 the following holds:
L(R(k))  L(RW (k))
L(RR(k))  L(RRW (k)) :

Next we will give a language whi h is re ognized by a RR(1)-automaton but
it annot be re ognized by any RW -automaton.

L(RR(1)) L(RW ) 6= ; :
Let L = fai bj m j 0  i  j  m and m

Lemma 21.

Proof.
i  1g. Using standard pumping lemma for ontext-free languages it ould be shown that L is not ontext-free
language. We will show that L 2 L(RR(1)) L(RW ).

a) L an be re ognized by an RR(1)-automaton M in the following way:
 M immediately a epts the empty word;
 on a nonempty word it works a ording to Table 1. M nondeterministially sele ts one row of the table and during y le it s ans the urrent
word from the left to the right, he ks that the word is of the form a b  ,
ounts the parity of the numbers of a's, b's, 's and deletes one o urren e of the symbol from the middle olumn of the sele ted row of Table
1. At the right sentinel M knows i { the parity of the number of a's, j
{ the parity of the number of b's, m { the parity of the number of 's
in the word at the start of the phase. If i, j , m equal to the three items
of the rst olumn of the sele ted row in the table, then M restarts,
otherwise it reje ts. M reje ts the urrent word also when the word is
not of the form a b  and in the ase M ould not delete the symbol
from the se ond olumn, i.e. the urrent list does not ontain item with
the symbol whi h should be deleted.
For any two words u; w 2 fa; b; g, su h that u )M v , the following holds:

u2L i

v2L:

I.e., the automaton M has the orre tness preserving property although it
is nondeterministi automaton ( f. Proposition 3).
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original parities

i

0
1
1
1
0
0

j

0
0
1
1
1
0

m
0
0
0
1
1
1

symbol
to delete

resulted parities

i

a
b

0

1
1
1
0
0
0

a
b

j

0

0
1
1
1
0
0

m

0

0
0
1
1
1
0

Table 1.

b) L annot be re ognized by any RW -automaton. For a ontradi tion, let
us suppose L = L(M 0 ), for some RW (k)-automaton M 0 , k  1. For a suÆiently large n (n > p, where p is the onstant from Lemma 5) M 0 must make
at least one y le in an a epting omputation on the word w = an bn n 2 L
{ otherwise using Lemma 5 we an onstru t a word outside L whi h will be
a epted by M 0 in a tail (e.g. by `pumping' in a's). W.l.o.g. we an suppose
n being greater than k. Thus, an bn n )M ai bj m , for some 0 < i  j  m,
m i  1, i + j + m < 3n. Clearly, i < n and during the rewriting step, the
s anning window must ontain at least one a and the automaton restarted
immediately after the rewriting (M 0 is an RW (k)-automaton). Hen e, the
last b did not appear in the lookahead of M 0 during the orresponding y le.
This implies m = n and i = n 1 (otherwise ai bj m 62 L). M 0 an make the
same steps on the words w1 = an bn 1 n 1 and w2 = an bn n 1 . I.e.
(2)
w1 = an bn 1 n 1 )M ai bj 1 n 1 = w3
0

0

and

(3)
w2 = an bn n 1 )M ai bj n 1 = w4
There are two possibilities for the value of j . If j = n then (2) ontradi ts the
error preserving property (Proposition 1) { w1 62 L; w3 2 L and w1 )M w3 .
Else, j = n 1 then (3) ontradi ts the error preserving property (Proposition
1) { w2 62 L; w4 2 L and w2 )M w4 .
0

0

0

ut

Be ause L(R)  L(RW ) and L(RR)  L(RRW ), from the above lemma it
follows that L(RR(1)) L(R) 6= ; and L(RRW (1)) L(RW ) 6= ;. Thus we have
the following orollary.
Corollary 22.

For ea h l  1 the following holds:
L(R(l))  L(RR(l))
L(RW (l))  L(RRW (l)) :

From Lemma 19, Lemma 21, Corollary 20 and Corollary 22 it follows:

Corollary 23. For ea h k  2, l  1 the lasses L(RW (k )) and L(RR(l)) are
in omparable by in lusion.
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4 Con lusions
We have shown that in reasing the size of lookahead for any of R-, RW -, RR-,
and RRW -automata in reases their re ognition power. This is important e.g. for
natural language pro essing. I believe that for a given natural language there exists a xed size of lookahead whi h is ne essary and suÆ ient for its re ognition
by an RW - or RRW -automaton. We have not studied the question whether su h
hierar hies are also in the lasses of languages re ognized by restarting automata
whi h use auxiliary (working) symbols (RW W -, and RRW W -automata). In [4℄
there was shown that L(mon-RW W ) = CFL. A tually, there was presented a
onstru tion whi h for a given ontext-free language onstru ts a mon-RW W (3)automaton re ognizing it. From this follows that the lasses of languages re ognized by monotoni RW W -automata (RRW W -automata resp.) does not reate
in nite hierar hy with respe t to the size of their s anning window.
Even the open problem whether L(RW W ) = L(RRW W ) from [3℄ remains
still unsolved.
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